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ENGLISH

HANS-PETER FELDMANN

Opening: Saturday, January 18, 2014, 12:00 to 14:30 h
Exhibition: 18.01 > 6.03.2014. Tuesday to Friday from 11.00 to 19.00 h, Saturday by appointment

Widely recognised for his conceptual approach to books, photography and other material, Hans-Peter Feldmann bases his
work on the collection and re-arrangement of pictures and all sort of objects emanating from our daily lives, in a mixture of
ready-made and artistic intervention. Since the end of 60s, when he produced his first Bilder booklets, Feldmann has
questioned in his oeuvre the concept of the original and the problematics of a reproducible work of art. In all his works,
whatever the format and medium is, he thematises the missing original. It is the multitude of reproductions that lends the
original its uniqueness. The aura of a work of art and its mechanical reproduction no longer contradict, but are mutually
dependent upon each other.
For his third solo presentation at ProjecteSD, we are pleased to present for the first time in Spain, Stamps with paintings. A
whole installation consisting of one-hundred and fifty examples of stamps each bearing a different image of an historical
painting of a nude, displayed in identical cream paper frames and occupying all gallery’s space. Stamps with paintings, seen
by the artist as “an exhibition of paintings”, is filled with seductive power, simplicity and subtle humor and truly invites the
viewer to travel through the show and take a closer look at the “paintings”, details and information contained in each small
frame. The collection of stamps spans nations and centuries, providing an extensive archaeology of the nude (mostly female)
and its various representations in mass-media and high culture. The work is strikingly relevant, considering today's exaggerated
consumption of images and information, and poignant for its symbolic use of the postage stamp – not only are these historical
objects and cultural markers, but they are representative of a means of communication which is becoming increasingly
obsolete.
Stamps with paintings is an excellent example of Feldmann’s most essential practise: collecting. An activity that he started as
a child in postwar West Germany, precisely collecting stamps because they gave him an imaginative access to the wider outside
world. The installation contains some of the recurring themes and features in Feldmann’s art: the repetition and seriality, the
clichéd or stereotypical, the erotic image and the artist’s fascination for women, and the modest, simple and straightforward
tone which defines the artist‘s work.
Hans-Peter Feldmann (*Hilden, Germany, 1941, lives and works in Düsseldorf)
Feldmann's work has been exhibited widely. At documenta 5 and documenta 6 (1972, 1976); Portikus, Frankfurt (1989); Guggenheim Museum Soho,
New York (1993, 2011); Museum Ludwig, Colonia, Germany (2003); Venice Biennale 2003 and 2005; Arnolfini, Bristol (2007); Serpentine Gallery in 2012;
Sao Paulo Biennale, 2012; Musée d'Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris (1992) and many other prestigious institutions and art centers. His first solo
exhibition in Spain took place at the Fundació Tàpies (2001-2002) curated by Helena Tatay. In 2011, the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía
(Madrid) dedicated him a major exhibition entitled Hans Peter Feldmann. “Una exposición de Arte” also curated by Helena Tatay. This same exhibition
project was presented in Malmö Ko and parasol Unit, London also in 2011.
Feldmann is a prolific producer of artist's books. His publications have been instrumental in establishing the genre as a recognisable form of artistic
practice, influencing generations of artists who have followed him.
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